FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Press Release: Oakland, Maine, U.S.A.
Wallingford’s Inc, a manufacturer and international wholesaler of tire chains, saw bars, tracks, as well as,
logging and industrial supplies has been appointed as the Canadian Distributor/Importer of Clark Tracks. This
decision now makes Wallingford’s the exclusive Importer for Clark Tracks covering all of North America.
Stewart Kelly, Director of Clark Tracks said: “Clark Tracks Ltd. has recently expanded Wallingford’s Inc.’s
distributor territory to include Canada. The partnership between Clark Tracks and Wallingford’s has gone from
strength to strength in the USA enabling loggers to access the ultimate tracks for professionals. Now we intend
to drive that success throughout Canada, giving Canadian loggers access to the same class-leading tracks and
service that our successful partnership has been built upon”.
Clark Tracks are designed for a variety of machines, from Skidders to Forwarder/Transporters as well as
Harvesters in mechanically logging applications with single wheel and bogie or tandem axle systems. Clark
Tracks are proudly built in Dumfries, Scotland with a solid reputation of over 25 years’ experience that each
consumer can confidently place their trust.
Wallingford’s has been serving the logging industry since 1975. International headquarters are based in Oakland,
Maine, U.S.A. and an Administration and Distribution facility in New Hampton, NH. As well as, a European
Union Distribution facility in Holland and a Canadian Distribution Center in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
Wallingford’s Inc. continues to bring innovative products to the global market and has consistently found new
ways to satisfy their customer’s needs.
Wallingford’s is excited about this opportunity to supply their customers with this proven quality line of products
that have already found their way across the Canadian Provinces. Clark Tracks Ltd. and Wallingford’s Inc.
would like to invite you to experience the performance and quality of Clark Tracks. Wallingford’s offer a full
line of Logging and Industrial products such as GB Harvester and Slasher Saw Bars, BABAC Traction Products
and more. Please visit them on the web: www.wallingfords.com for more information about these products.
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